In this paper a technique for an efficient solution to the problem of gate splitting in LCYTOS specifications is presented. The transformation problem is part of a design methodology based on the specification language LOTOS. The problem is formally defined. The technique is based on abstract interpretation which is used for approximating the sets of possible values which LOTOS value expressions can evaluate to. The originality of the proposed approach stems from the fact that the abstract domain as well as abstract functions are generated automatically from the LOTOS specification to be transformed. The abstract interpretation as well as the transformation are proved correct.
Introduction
A software development methodology based on the IS0 standard specification language LOTOS [ 3, 4, 20] and on the notion of correctness preserving transformations [ 191 has been developed as one of the principal results of the Gate splitting is a simple, yet useful, transformation which, given a specification P, hereafter called the input specification, returns a specification Q insisting on a set of gates different from that of the input specification but preserving the information on the behaviour of P. In other words, the transition systems of P and Q are observationally equivalent, up to an injective renaming of their events; they share the same non-deterministic structure, and the actions of Q are obtained via an injective renaming of those of P. Q's gates are obtained from P's by splitting: a certain gate g in P can be split into different gates gt , g2, . . . ,gk in Q. For each action occurring in each gi in Q,
The first formalization is due to P. In the eighties abstract interpretation found fertile ground on declarative formalisms as well, since it fits with the formal framework of such languages and with their need to improve the efficiency of their implementations. Briefly, in functional languages it has been used to support strictness analysis on which efficient lazy evaluation relies, in-place update analysis and reference counting which allow earlier removal of garbage data objects.
In logic languages it has been used for type-checking, mode analysis, logic variable sharing in order to catch opportunities for parallelism. ?$---KJ This is an adequate interpretation since whenever it holds that x * y = z and n, y E Z are approximated by a, b E S1 respectively, then z E Z is approximated by mult (a, b) . The proposed approximations are instead not adequate to mimic addition of integers (consider the addition of the approximations
[ +] and [ -I), so a further abstract element is necessary to approximate any integer: T. Now addition may be re-interpreted as follows:
As sketched in the above example an abstract interpretation of a programming language is the homomorphic image of its standard semantics on another (usually simpler) domain. more formally, given a language L, a standard interpretation M : L --f D and an abstract domain DA we want define MA : L ---f D", such that MA(e) approximates
M(e)
for every e E L . More precisely, MA(e) approximates all possible evaluations of M(e) (i.e. execution of e with all possible inputs and returning all possible outputs). This concept is known as collecting semantics defined as M' : L 4 P(D) and it is usually infinite. The real objective of abstract interpretation is to approximate collecting semantics finitely. This process implies the definition of a function which establishes of Computer Programming 23 (1994) the relation between abstract objects and sets of concrete objects. Such function: y named concretization function formalizes when an abstract object approximates a set of concrete object. In our example:
Three main requirements have to be respected when defining an abstract interpreter:
l Termination: such a property is compulsory for static analysis to make sense. It is generally obtained imposing that the abstract domain be a finite lattice or c.p.0. with monotonic functions defined on it, so that termination of fixpoint computations is guaranteed.
l Safety: Such property guarantees that the lack of information due to approximation does not introduce inconsistency with respect to collecting semantics. There are at least two ways to equip an abstract interpreter with a safety proof. The first requires also the definition of a function cx : P( 0) --+ IId, named abstraction function which maps sets of concrete values on abstract values. Then safety is guaranteed if the 4-tuple (P(D) , y, DA, a) is a Galois insertion. Let (Y and y be monotonic, P (D) and DA be complete lattices, then (P(D) , y, DA, a) is a Galois insertion if for each a E DA and for each d E P(D) the following holds:
An alternative way for proving safety [2] consists in first defining an explicit correctness relation C C_ DA x D , which states when an abstract term a is a correct abstraction of a concrete value u, and then proving that C is preserved by (abstract) functions, i.e. for every f and its abstract version fd: aCu + fd(a)Cf(o). This approach known as logical relation is used in the present paper.
l Usefulness: The information gathered by the abstract analysis has not to be trivial.
For instance abstracting every element of Z into T would still be correct, but of no value!
The problem of gate splitting
We shall assume that a gate can be only split according to the values exchanged throughout it. Thus the gate rearrangement criterion will be specified as a function R : Gates -+ Values -+ Gates where Gates and Values, denote, the set of LOTOS gate identifiers and data values respectively. Moreover, in order for the transformation to make sense, we shall require that range (R) be finite. Process P computes a function m2 on any positive natural number n received as a request RQ(n) on gate a and returns the result RS(m2( n)) on the same gate. If the input value is 0 the process returns the constant BLOB and stops. Suppose now we want to split gate a in such a way that all the request actions will occur at either gate r-0 or r, depending on whether the input value is zero or a positive number. Moreover, we want the action BLOB to occur on the customized gate 6. Finally, if the result of the computation is 0, then the response action must occur on gate SO, otherwise it will occur on gate s. This informal criterion corresponds to the following gate rearrangement criterion G, which is only defined on gate a:
else r else if (is_O( URS u) ) then SO else s ' In the sequel no distinction will be made between process definitions and specifications. Also, the syntax of the abstract data types part is slightly different from that of standard LOTOS. The details on such a syntax will be given in Section 4. Moreover, currying will be often used for functions [ 8 J in the meta-notation.
The above definition uses some functions defined as follows:
So, the first step in our methodology consists in defining the gate rearrangement criterion in terms of functions defined in the abstract data types part of the specification, possibly extended with some auxiliary functions. 3
In order to formalize the correctness requirement for the transformation we need the following definitions, which extend the notion of strong bisimulation equivalence [ 121. Definition 3.1 (Labeled transition system). A labeled transition system is a 4-tuple (S, A, T, SO) , where S is a set of states, A is a set of action labels, T is a set of transition relations: given a E A the transition relation 1: is a binary relation over S.
We shall often write st -% s2 for (si , SZ) E 5. Given a process definition P and a gate rearrangement criterion R we want to get a process definition Q such that Gates(Q) = 'R( Gates( P) 
Cis_O(m2(x>>l;.
. .> Cl
where the appropriate alternative will be selected by a selection predicate consistent with the definition of the gate rearrangement criterion (for instance is_O(m2(x)) in the first alternative). Note that complete lack of knowledge on the possible output values of G aRS( n) would have resulted in a choice expression with five alternatives instead of two, one for each member of the codomain of G, i.e. {b, r0, r, SO, s}. Essentially, the transformation acts on action prefix by changing it into a choice expression where each alternative is an action prefix guarded by a selection predicate. The number of alternatives of such choice expressions depends both on "how much" the gate rearrangement criterion depends on actual data values and on the amount of knowledge on those values which can be acquired from a static analysis of the input specification. In Section 4, we shall develop a technique for computing this knowledge.
The key point is to get statically computable information on the possible values which the gate rearrangement criterion as well as LOTOS value expressions can evaluate to in a given specification. Abstract interpretation can be used for finitely approximating the sets of those values. The level of uncertainty present in those approximations is determined by the amount of information on both the "data flow" and the behaviour of functions defined in the abstract data types part of a specification which can be deduced by a static analysis of the specification.
In our example function m2 is defined on Nat. The set (0, s(O), s(s( 1,~~))) can be chosen as a representation for Nat, where 0 and s(O) are represented explicitly and
. . . Notice that the above representation is finite (it contains only three elements) and complete (every term in Nat is represented).
Also, it is an abstraction of Nat (the term s(s( 1~~~)) intuitively of Computer Programming 23 (1994) 127-149 stands for any natural number greater than 1) . Moreover, it gives 0 and s( 0) a "special status" of distinguished elements; this is because those two terms are the only terms which occur explicitly in the text of the process definition.
Starting from (0, s(O), s(s(I~~,))} we can use its power set as an abstraction for the set of sets on Nut. We must keep in mind that the elements of such an abstract domain, i.e. the abstract terms, are just approximations of sets on natural numbers in the sense that not all sets are explicitly represented. Some of them are only approximated by terms which represent sets in which they are included.
The abstract version fA of a function f is a function which gives information on the possible outcomes of f when applied to sets of possible input values. fA is defined on abstract terms and is then a finite function. Finally, the information on the possible values of value expressions is obtained via an abstract evaluation function V, which maps LOTOS value expressions into abstract terms.
Abstract framework
This section describes the details of our technique for the automatic construction of the abstract domain and the procedure for getting the abstract functions out of the definition of their concrete counterparts.
Notation
We shall assume that in the abstract data types part of the input specification constructor symbols will be kept separated from function symbols. Given the term n( tt , . . . , t,,) , we shall call it a constructor term if n is a constructor symbol, and we shall call it a function term if n is a function symbol. The left-hand side of any equation can only be a function term. In this paper conditional equations are not dealt with, and for the sake of notational simplicity, we also require that for each term t of a given sort s and function f : s -+ s' there is exactly one equation in the definition of f the left-hand side of which matches with t (this implies that the technique presented here does not deal with "error-driven" default values for functions as well as "overlapping patterns"). Let S and 2 be the sorts set and the signature of the input specification respectively. The word algebra over Z will be denoted by Tz. T sUvar denotes the algebra of terms with (sorted, free) variables. TzC will denote the subset of TX containing only terms made up of constants and constructors applied to them recursively. 4 A,Y will denote the carrier of sort s in the Z-algebra A. We say that a sort s is basic if whenever K : ~1,. . . , s,, -+ s is a constructor of sort s, then st = . . . = s, = s. We shall only consider specifications in which the abstract data types part has at least one basic sort. The above notation will also be used for families of sets.
Abstract domains
The abstract domain we have in mind is the sum of several smaller abstract domains corresponding to the sorts of the input specification. Every component will contain finite representations of all possible sets of values of its sort. These representations will give a special status to constants and constructors which appear in the input specification reflecting the way they are used.
The starting point for the construction of the abstract domains is the notion of a partial term.
Definition 4.1 (Partial term posets: (( ( Z~Z),~, 5,) ) s E S)). For all sorts s the set of
partial terms of sort s is defined as the smallest set (n~),~, such that the following conditions hold: . . ,r,) iff tj -+$, ri for exactly one i and t,i = rj for j # i
The relation 5, is defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of IIC~~.
Proposition 4.2. _is is a partial order.
Proof. The relation is reflexive and transitive by definition. By induction of the depth of the terms we prove anti-symmetry. If tl or t2 is a constant or I, then from tl 3, t2 and t2 5,y tI trivially holds tl = t2. Suppose k (ul,. . . ,u,) 
. , m). 0
Notice that ((II,),, 5,) has a bottom element, which is I,. As usual, x & y and x # y will be denoted by x -$ y. Also, the subscript s will be omitted when this will not give raise to ambiguities. Intuitively, given a sort S, a partial term is a finite representation for a subset of (rz) s and is obtained from a term in ( TzUvclr) s where variables and function terms are replaced with a special symbol, -L, representing all terms in (Tz_)~~ for some sort s'.
Any ground term t simply represents the singleton {t}. For instance, in our example, 0
The intuitive meaning of the ordering relation is that tl 3 t2 if tl is "less specified", or "more partial" than t2, or, equivalently, the set of terms represented by t2 is included in the one represented by tl.
It is also natural to think of different sets of partial terms as being representations of different subsets of (TX) .7. For instance, (0, s( s( IJ,+,,))} will represent {O,
On the other hand, a given subset of (Tz), could be represented in many different ways. So a chain ~1,. . . , pi is is a totally ordered subposet of (LIx), such that there is no z for which p,i + z < pj+l . Proof. Certainly Mau( (n,)j> is finite since it is a subset of (nx) The following definitions allow to automatically generate a finite representation AB, for each sort s in the data type part of any given LOTOS specification. All terms textually occurring in the LOTOS specification will be explicitly represented in AB,. This is crucial since any static information on the behaviour of the gate rearrangement criterion will in the end necessarily depend upon such terms. l if s is a basic sort, then RAB, is the smallest set such that the following conditions hold:
1. 1,~ RAB,, and 2. if t E ( T~u~ar) s is a term which textually occurs in the LOTOS specification, then n-s(t) E MB,; l if s is non-basic and letting RAB: be defined as above, then RAB, is the smallest set such that the following conditions hold: Notice that RAB, is always finite. In our running example we have: 
ABSP = {RQ(O>, KS(O), RQ(s(O)),
Once an abstract base AB,s is chosen, the following definition allows to characterize a finite representation of the powerset of (7'2) 'i. It will be made up of finite sets of partial terms which do not suffer from the unpleasant redundancy above.
Definition 4.12 (Abstract domain: ABS). The abstract domain of sort s, ABS,, is de-
fined as 2ABs with standard set inclusion partial ordering.
The Abstract Domain, ABS, for a given data type definition is defined as the Icoalesced sum 5 of the abstract domains for all the sorts in the type definition.
As we shall see later, intuitively the empty set, i.e. the bottom of ABS, denotes the undefined value, i.e. a computation which definitely fails to terminate. Any other abstract term denotes computations which may terminate and it gives information on the set of the possible values they can yield.
Abstract functions
This section shows how to compute the abstract version of any function defined within an abstract data type definition T. We thus need to define what it means for an abstract term to approximate a set of partial terms, which in turn represents a set of possible values. We need some additional definitions. Given a partial order (D, 3) ) d E D, and
WCD

Definition 4.13 (V).
Vd is the partial order with X = {x ( d 5 x} as set of elements and 5 nX x X as ordering relation. The intuition behind the approximation is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Definition 4.15 (Approximation function: N,s). For all X C (LIZ),: %(I}) = {} N,Y({p}) = UMin({a ( a E ABS,v,a approximates p})
K({PlT..
. I Pn), = ui =],..., n N.s({Pi))
We shall use only$nite, non-empty sets of partial terms, in which case function N is certainly effectively computable and total. In our running example we have for instance N{-LvU)) = {o,s(o)>s(s(&t))),
N({s(s(O))1) = {S(S(L%U)))?
~({o>s(s(o))}) = {o>~(st~N~,))}.
The reason why we need the approximation function will be clear later, when we shall describe how to get the abstract version of functions from their definition. Moreover note that when the abstract data type has n-ary constructors, with n > 1, then more than one abstract term could be a "best" approximation of a set of partial terms. Consider for instance a constructor K : S, S -+ S for a type with a constant a. Assuming ABs = {a,K(a,-Ls),K(Js,a),K(K(ls,Is),is),K(_Ls,K(ls,ls))} we have that both {K(a,ls)} and {K(is, a)} would be "best" approximations for
{K(a,a)}. We take N({K(a,a)}) = {K(u,&), K(I s, u)}. This approximation is not as "good" as any of {K(u,_Ls)}
and {K(ls,a)} but it has the advantage of making N be a function rather than a relation. In fact, a possible alternative could be to let N return the set of best approximations and then select one on the basis of some a priori criterion (i.e. lexicographic ordering). This would make safety harder to prove and it is left for further study. In order to compute the abstract version of all the functions defined in T, we generate a new system of equations starting from those in T, and let such abstract functions be its minimal solution.
For the sake of simplicity, we shall deal with unary functions only. All definitions and results can be extended to n-ary functions.
For each function f : s' -+ s, the set of equations defining its abstract version fA is composed of two parts. The first one does not depend on the equations which define f. It is as follows where pi E AB,,: 
fd({p)) = Wrhs(p)ll
Function AS is defined as follows:
4.1. dS [[cJ = N( {c}) for all constants c :+ s, or c =I 
4?({tt,,SP),a,b) =aUb
In Table 1 the abstract versions is_OA and m2* of functions is-0 and m2 of our sample specification are given. In the third column the values for gA are given, where g is defined by g(x) = s( m2(x)). Notice that those values are obtained via function N, the use of which is essential from the third row on. The keypoint here is that since the term s(s(0)) does not occur textually in the specification we are dealing with, it does not deserve a "distinguished" representation in ABSN,,. On the other hand we have g( s(0) ) = s( s(O) ) so we need an approximation for s( s(O) ) in our abstract domain. This approximation could be (0, s(O), s(s(_LN~~))}, which abstractly represents any natural number (i.e. is the result of N( {i,~,})), but a better approximation is certainly {~(~(Lvat))} h' h w tc is the best indeed, given the amount of static information available.
It is interesting to point out the kind of don't know information provided by the abstract version of predicates. This information is represented by the abstract term {tt$}. So, Table 1 0 is_OA rn2A gA 0 0 0 Table 2 G*(a)
{r) {RQ(s (.s(.Lv,,) ))) {r) {RQ(O),RQ(S(O)),RQ(S (S(~N,,) ))} {r&r} {RS(O).W.~(O))) {sO,s} for instance, is_Od( (0, s(O), s(s( 1~~~)))) = {ttjf} means that no information can be statically inferred on the behaviour of the test on 0 when no information is available on the argument which the test is applied to, except that it is a natural number. On the other hand, from is_Od( {s(O), s( s( iNUt))}) = cfs> we know that the test on 0 will yield8 on any number greater than 0. This kind of uncertainty, once generated by means of an abstract evaluation of what textually occurs in the LCYTOS specification and propagated through the abstractions of the functions used by the gate rearrangement criterion, may cause uncertainty in the value of the gate rearrangement criterion itself, so leading to the use of choice and selection predicates in the transformation. Table 2 shows some interesting values of GA {u}. This table shows that if no information is available on n in actions like (a,RQ(n)) then all that can be said about the possible outcomes of the gate rearrangement criterion on those values is that they are r0 and r. There is still some uncertainty but this is better than saying that the set of possible outcomes is {b, r0, r, SO, s} which would be the case when no information at all is available on the values passing through a, except their type (namely GA {u} ABsp, not shown in the table).
Finally, it is worth noting that ~r2~( (0, s(O), s( s( &vat))}) = (0, s(O)} essentially tells us which is the co-domain of m2. When such information for any function f : $1 + s2 cannot be computed statically, one will get fd(ABs, ) = AB,.
The last step before defining the transformation is the definition of a function, V, which maps LOTOS value expressions into their abstract values. It takes a variable identifier/abstract-value binding function (environment) as well.
Definition 4.19 (Abstract data evaluation). V, : Vex, + AEnv -+ ABS, where AEnv = Vldentijiers -+ ABS,
V [[cJJp = N( {c}) for all constants c :--t s
V[[x]]p = p(x)
for all variables x :--t s VV [Ik(e,,... ,e,) ]]p=N ({xIx=k(xl,...,x,) ,/\i=,xiEVlIeiUp}, for all constructor terms
for all function terms.
Note that fd( V [[e] ]p) denotes the result of the application of the actual function f", as defined by the appropriate system of equations, to V[ejp.
Correctness of the abstract interpretation
In this section we shall prove that the abstract interpretation obtained by means of the technique defined in the previous sections is safe, i.e. it provides correct information.
We shall proceed according to the approach known as logical relation [ 21. We shall first define the correctness requirement. Then we shall prove that the abstraction function N meets this requirement. Finally we shall prove the main proposition which states that correctness is preserved by abstract functions. Correctness is proved w.r.t. a fix point semantics of LOTOS abstract data types, which is not the standard one. The relation between the two semantics is not investigated here. Anyway, the data types definition part of LOTOS is likely to be changed into a functional-like one.
We start by extending our concrete semantic sets with the undefined elements and by defining the proper partial orders.
Definition 4.20 (Concrete semantic domains). For all sorts s w,~ E (Tz,)$ and W, E
(fl,),. For all pt ,p2 E (n,>,Y pt 5 pz iff p1 = w or pt = ~2.
We shall assume natural extension for all functions, i.e. for all f : s + s' f(w,> = wsr. Moreover, for all (finite) sets P C_ (IZ,), we define N(P U (0)) = N(P). Thus N({w)) = 0.
Definition 4.21 (Concretization function: ys) .
YSW) = 1%)
Ys ((Pl3.. .>Pn}> = LJi=j , , , , , , Ys({Pi}) Y 
Proof. Trivial. 0
It is interesting that w E y(a) for any abstract term a. So the empty set abstractly represents all those computations whose result is undefined (i.e. those computations which of Computer Programming 23 (1994) 127-149 dejinitelyfail to terminate) whereas any other abstract term a represents computations whose result may be not undefined (i.e. they may terminate) in which case it also gives some information on the possible output values.
Definition 4.25 (Correctness relation: C (read "correctly represents")
) . For all terms a E ABS,, t E (7'~~)~ act iff t E y(a).
Thus, a correctly represents t if and only if t can be generated from a via instantiation of some partial term in a. Proof. We shall proceed by computational induction.6 let u,i and tj be the abstract and, concrete values of ej respectively, for j = 1 . . . n.
Lemma 4.26. For all p E (IT,),, t E (TX<),, ifp 5 t then t E y(N({p})).
Proof. N,( {p}) =
We first prove, by structural induction on ej, that ujCtj. If ej is a constant c then again aj = N({c}) and t,i = c SO ujCtj. If ej is a variable X, then the hypothesis act implies'aj = N({p'}) and tj = t' with p' 5 t' SO ujCtj by Lemma 4.26. If ej is a constructor term k'(e{, . . . , e;) with ai and t$ the abstract and concrete values of e; respectively, then, assuming u; Ct$, uj = N({k'(xl,. . .,x,,) So one should prove {p)Ct =+ fd({P))Cf(t) for some p E {pt , ..,pn} such that t E y({p}) In order to complete the proof we now have to prove that if the proposition holds for all the approximations then it holds for the limit too. Now we know that there exists i such that for all j > i f"(u) = f,d(u). Also, there exists m such that for all j 3 m f(t) = fj(t). Let h = max{i,m}; then act =+ ft(u)Cfh(t) holds, i.e. act =+ fd( u)Cf( t) holds. 0
Definition of the transformation
The transformation is defined as a function 7a : Bex + AC -+ AEnv -+ Bex. In [9] the function is formally defined by structural induction on the set of all LOTOS behaviour expressions (Bex) and takes the abstract version of a gate rearrangement criterion (Ac) and an abstract environment (AEnv) as extra arguments. It obviously returns a behaviour expression. '7B acts mainly on the action prefix, propagating throughout the whole specification the changes which it makes, and also performing some simplifications, on the basis of static "data-flow" information recorded in the abstract environment. Below we shall discuss the behaviour of 7B only on an "input" action prefix g!e; B and in an informal way. where pj is the unique predicate such that pj (v) j. 'R g v = gj. '
In conclusion, given a process definition whose behaviour expression is B, with type definitions T (with sorts st , . . . , sk) and local process definitions Pt , . . . , P,,, and a gate rearrangement criterion R, the transformed process definition is given by 7a[BJRd 0 where 0 x = AB, for all variable identifiers x of sort si. Obviously the transformation has to be applied to all Pi in turn. Proof. Under the assumption that the above requirement is met, it is trivial to prove that the function given below is a bijection from the set of actions of P to the one of Q:
7 pj can easily be derived from the definition of R. Notice that such a predicate may contain a test on the sort of u, which must obviously be removed in the selection predicate.
of Computer Programming 23 (1994) 127-149 147 @(x(v)) = (Rx U)(U) with x # {i,6} *
4(i) = i 4dqu)) = w
The second step is to show that for all behaviour expressions B, the pair
(B,7B[[B]]RdO)
IS m some +-bisimulation relation, which can be proved by structural induction on B , using the definition of 273. In [IO] the proof is given in detail, under the simplifying assumption that R does not depend on the actual value of its second argument but only on its sort. The extension to the more general case does not introduce any conceptual complications. 0
Conclusions
The use of abstract interpretation for the gate splitting transformation is part of a more general experiment which is currently carried on at CNUCE [ 111. On the base of the formal framework defined in this paper, we implemented an abstract interpreter which annotates each behaviour expression of an input LWOS specification with the abstract terms representing all possible values which will flow through that expression. Such annotation represents the abstract context where not only the gate splitting transformation can act, but properties amenable of other optimizations can be detected.
Indeed, in this new version the transformation itself is improved. Better simplifications are achieved by means of using abstract interpretation of boolean expressions in selection predicates and guards and then using the abstract values for properly modifying the environment in order to keep track of the abstract data flow.
The analysis keeps track of the abstract values of the parameters present at every instantiation, so it allows to discover that the abstract value of all the actual parameters associated to a given formal parameter in all the instantiations of a process definition within a given behaviour expression are the same, so allowing further optimizations in the associated process definition.
Moreover, the abstract interpretation of the parallel composition with synchronization allow to detect cases of deadlock or cases of possible deadlock which are anyway a useful warning for the specification designer.
Finally, we are thinking at further applications of our technique. An interesting application of the analysis technique we have described in the present paper is to use it in order to study the dependence on data of a system's behaviour or of those aspects of the behaviour one is interested in. Suppose for instance we are interested in studying safety or liveness properties of a communication protocol. It is then likely that for our purposes we can just abstract away from everything in the protocol which has to do with "user-data" and just concentrate on "control-data" since they influence the behaviour of the protocol w.r.t. the properties we want to reason about. In this way we can reduce the complexity of the problem and probably move from an infinite object, i.e. the "whole"
protocol, defined on user data too, towards a finite object which represents the "control part" of the protocol. Then suitable tools (usually working only on finite objects) can be used for checking. We think our technique can profitably be used for studying such dependence on data of both the LOTOS specification and the particular (modal) logic formula which expresses the desired property.
